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Thanks	to	contributions	from	experiments	
representatives	

	
•  Codex-b	(LLPs	from	LHCb	at	25m)-	Michele	Papucci	
•  FASER		(LLPs	from	ATLAS	at	450m)-	Jonathan	Feng		
•  KLEVER		(K0L	->	π0	ν	ν)	-	Cristina	Lazzeronii	
•  LDMX/e-LINAC		(electron	beam	dump	)	-	Philip	Schuster		
•  MATHUSLA	(LLPs	from	ATLAS/CMS	at	150m)-	David	Curtin		
•  MilliQan		(millicharged	particles	at	33m	from	CMS)	-	Albert	de	Roeck		
•  NA62-dump	(K+	→	π+	ν	ν,	K+→μ+νh, K+→𝑒+νh,	π0→	ν1ν2,	π0→γ	A’	,	400	

GeV	proton	beam	dump:	ee,	μμ,	ππ,	KK	states	for	NHL,	ALPs,	A’,S)	-	
Tommaso	Spadaro		

•  NA64++		(dark	particles	in	missing	energy	events	in	electron,	muon	,	
proton	interactions)-	Sergei	Gninenko		

•  SHiP		(proton	beam	dump	with	decay	and	target	emulsion	detectors)	-	
Kostas	Petridis		

•  TauFV	(τ->	μ	μ	μ	at	BDF)	-			Guy	Wilkinson	
•  RedTop			(η→	γ	A’	→	γ	l+	l-,	η→π0S; S→µ+µ- or	e+e- )	-	Isabel	Pedraza	
•  LongLivedParticles@LHC	-(LLPs	in	LHC	detectors)	James	Beacham		
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Possible	scenarios	in	different	mass	
range	

•  	Low	(sub	eV)	mass	range:		very	weak	couplings:	
axions	and	Axion	Like	ParticleS	(ALPS)	–	see	talk	
Giuseppe	Ruoso	

•  	Medium	mass	range	(MeV-GeV):	very	weak	
couplings,		light	thermal	Dark	Matter,	light	
mediators,		Neutrino	Minimal	Standard	Model	
(nuMSM)	

•  	High	Mass	range	(GeV-TeV):	SUSY	at	LHC/FCC,	
direct	DM	detection,	rare	decays,	flavor	
universality		violation	
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BSM	–	Simplified	models		
•  	Dark	Photons	with	or	without	dark	decays	
•  	Dark	Scalars	–	Dark	Higgs	
•  	Axions	and	ALPS	with	photon	coupling	or	
fermion	coupling	or	gluon	coupling	

•  	Heavy	Neutral	Leptons	(HNL),	Sterile	Neutrino	
•  	Details	on	Benchmark	Cases	BC1-BC11	–	see	talk	
of	Clare	Burrage		and	spare	slides.	

Simplified models

8
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How	PBC	projects	address	open	
questions		

•  	Light	Dark	Matter	and	Mediators,	Neutrino	
Minimal	Model,	search	at	fixed	targets	(MeV-GeV)	
(NA-62++dump,	NA64++,	SHIP	,	LDMX,	REDTOP)	and	
LHC	interaction	(FASER,	MATUSLA,	CODEX-B,	
MilliQan,	LLP@ATLAS/CMS)	

•  	New	Physics	at		flavor	sector		(TeV	and	higher	
scales):		

•  					KLEVER	(K0L	->	π0	ν	ν)		
•  					TauFV			τ→	μ	μ	μ		-	see	talk	of	Guy	Wilkinson	
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KLEVER:New	physics	up	to	TeV	scales	
in	loops	

•  	K+	→	π+	ν	ν		BR(SM)=(8.4±1.0)×10-11																
BR(exp)=(17.1+11.5-10.5)×10-11	

•  	K0L	→	π0	ν	ν		BR(SM)=(3.4±0.6)×10-11																
BR(exp)	<	2600×10-11		at	90%	CL	

•  	KLEVER	proposal:	in	5	years	observe	60	SM	events	
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KLEVER:	Limits	KL	→	π0X	from	KL	→	π0νν		
	•  	Full	beam	simulation	in	progress	,	reduce	Λ	→	nπ0	background	by	

moving	vertex	region	by	25	m	downstream,	compensate	by	new		8	
mrad	beamline,	experimental	optimization,	25	large	angle	vetos,	
LKr->preshower+e.m.calorimeter,	Shashlyk	prototype	in	Protvino	

3KLEVER: Status report – Physics Beyond Colliders Beyond Standard Model Working Group

KLEVERLimits on KL → π0X  from KL → π0νν

3

Assuming: 1019 pot/yr x 5 years, current setup, bkg
expectation from MC
•KL → π0νν according to SM
•60 expected evts from KL → π0νν  (± 18%)
•60 expected evts from KL → π0π0 (± 8 evts)
•120 observed evts in 5 yrs (no excess)
•For each value of mX ascribe zero excess to KL → π0X
•2-body acceptance for KL → π0X  (± stat ⊕ 5%)
•Derive 90% Rolke-Lopez UCL
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KLEVER:	Limits	dark	photon	from	KL	→	π0νν		
	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  Interpret	as	Davoudiasl,	Lee,	Marciano	2014	(E787/E949)	
•  Dark	Photon	decays	to	Dark	Matter	(BC2)		

4KLEVER: Status report – Physics Beyond Colliders Beyond Standard Model Working Group

KLEVERLimits on dark photon from KL → π0νν

4

ε2

mX [GeV]

E787/E949

NA64

BABAR

Interpret X as dark photon and obtain limits in ε2 vs. mX plane
As per Davoudiasl, Lee, Marciano 2014 (analysis giving E787/E949 lmits)

from KL → π0XKLEVER
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TauFV	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  	τ→	μ	μ	μ				Lepton	Flavor	Violation	(LFV)	for	
example	by	new	Z’	(few	TeV)	

•  	In	BDF	line	in	front	of	SHIP,	probably	wire	
targets,	use	~	5%	of	the	protons	

•  see	talk	Guy	Wilkinson	

LFVtau, CERN, 19 April 2018 R. JacobssonR. Jacobsson

� SHiP beam line has best intensity but not best beam optics

Æ Can we combine SHiP beam line with wire target idea?
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REDTOP	

•  	Rare	Eta	Decays	with	a	TPC	for	Optical	Photons		
•  	1.8-3.5	GeV	proton	beam	at	PS,	request	1018	POT	
•  	Use	narrow	width	of	η	and	η’	for	Dark	Particle	search	
•  	η,	η’→	γ	A’	→	γ	l+	l-,	η→π0S; S→µ+µ- or	e+e- 	
•  see	talk	of		Isabel	Pedraza	
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NA62++		

•  Originally:	K+	→	π+	ν	ν	decays		
•  	After	LS2:	beam	dump	hidden	sector	search	
•  	400	GeV	protons,	1018	pot/year	
•  	11	λ	Cu	target	(TAX)	
•  	60	m	long	decay	volume	in	vacuum	
•  	8m	active	muon	shielding	(Lau	Gatignon)	

2.	NA62++	for	hidden	sector	searches	
High-intensity	400-GeV	proton	beam	à	boost	charm/beauty,	other	meson	produc8on	

	1018	POT	/	nominal	year:	1012	POT/sec	on	spill,	3.5-s/16.8	s,	100	days/year,	60%	run	efficiency	
	1015	D(S),	1014	K,	1018	π0/η/η’/Φ/ρ/ω	with	raFos	6.4/0.68/0.07/0.03/0.94/0.95	

Compact	beam	dump:	~11	λI	Cu-based	beam-defining	collimator	(TAX)	
	radioprotec8on-compliant	even	if	target	removed	

High-resoluFon	tracking,	PID,	vetoing:	high	sensi8vity	to	closed	signatures	

Decay	volume	~	60	m	long	(in	vacuum):		
	reasonable	acceptance	to	long-lived	states	

2/3/2017	 PBC	WG	Mee8ng	-	CERN	-	T.	Spadaro	 6	
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NA62++:	visible	dark	photon	(BC1)	
•  	Decay	A’	→γγ	
•  	1	x	1018	pot	
•  	Zero	background	assumed	verified	for	data	@	4x1015	POT,	toy	MC,	

verified	on	full	sim,	with	acceptance,	trigger	and	efficiency	included	
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NA62++:	invisible	dark	photon	(BC2)		
•  	Production:	π0àA’γ, Decay:	A’	→χχ	
•  	BC2.1					αDark	>>	εα      MA’	>	2Mχ	
•  	5%	of	2016	statistics	[~2	108	tagged	π0’s]	
•  	Final	sensitivity	for	1	x	1018	pot	needed	
	

ε

DP	mass	[GeV]	
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NA62++:		Higgs	mixed	scalar		λ=0		(BC4)	
•  	no	pair	production	
•  	toy	MC,	with	acceptance,	1	x	1018	pot	
•  	zero	background	assumed	verified	data	@	few	
1015	POT	
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NA62++:	NHL	(BC6,	BC7,	BC8)		

U2e	:	U2µ	:	U2τ	=	52:	1	:	1,		 U2e	:	U2µ	:	U2τ	=	0.061:	1	:	4.3	

15	A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  Decay	NHL:	two	body	
•  Statistics	1	x		1018	pot	
•  	Zero	background	assumed,	toy	MC	checked	with	
NA62MC	foe	2	body	decays,	acceptance	included	
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NA62++:Single	ALP	state	a	with	photon	
dominance		(BC9)		

•  Decay	ALP:	two	photons	
•  Statistics	1	x		1018	pot	
•  Zero	background	assumed,	Data	study,	few	1015	POT	
•  toy	MC,	acceptance	included	

ALP	mass	[GeV]	

ALP-γ	coupling	[GeV-1]	
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LDMX	at	DASEL-SLAC/JLAB	or	SPS	
•  	electron	beam	dump	
•  	DASEL-SLAC/JLAB	8	GeV	
~1016-18	electrons	in	target	

•  	SPS	option	16	GeV	~1016-18	
electrons	on	target	with	3	GeV	
linac	based	on	CLIC	
technologies	

•  	Program:	Axions,	milli-
charges,	dark	photons,	visible	
and	invisible	channels	
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LDMX	at	SLAC	or	SPS	
•  Low	number	of	electrons	per	bunch	(1-5)		
•  Dipole	magnet,	recoil	tracker,	Ecal,	tagging	tracker	
•  Back	Hcal,	Side	HCAL	
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LDMX @ eSPS
GREEN: ~10+ GeV electron beam in SPS
extracted to Meyrin side for LDMX-like experiment

3 GeV x-band linac with excellent beam quality
• CLEAR type of research programme.

~30cm

<1m

See eSPS report this afternoon
34



LDMX:	Dark	Matter	
•  Original	toy	MC	simulations:	reach	Thermal	Relic	DM	Targets	
•  Now	confirmed	with	full	GEANT	simulation.	Close	to	zero	

background.	
•  	Majorana	and	PseudoDirac	Dark	matter	from	A’	decays	(BC2),	

αD=0.5	and	mA’/mχ=3,		8	GeV	electrons		1016		eot	
•  	Scalar	Dark	Matter	has	more	easy	Thermal	Relic	DM	Target	
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Figure 1: The red dashed curve is the Phase 2 LDMX projection for each of the basic light
dark matter models in the y �m� plane. Following the conventions of the US Cosmic Vision
Community Report on New Ideas in Light Dark Matter, we show all four of these benchmark
models. Note that direct detection constraints and projections only apply to the scalar elastic
model. For LDMX, a full GEANT simulation of the detector and backgrounds has been used
to justify vanishing background expectations. This will be detailed in the upcoming LDMX
design paper (to appear). The curves correspond to 2.3 signal events with an 8 GeV electron
beam and 1016 electrons on target. The black curve in each panel represents the parameter
space for which �� ! f+f� direct annihilation achieves the observed relic density. The shaded
region above the purple curve is excluded by the BaBar monophoton plus missing energy search
[2].The LSND proton [3, 4] and E137 [5] electron beam dump searches (blue and green curves,
respectively) constrain production and scattering in a secondary detector [6, 4]. The dashed
purple curve is the projected sensitivity of a monophoton and missing energy search at Belle II
[7].
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LDMX:	Dark	Photon		
	
•  Visible	A’	decays	to	SM	
particles	(BC1),	(decay	inside	
calorimeter	red,	outside	
green),	8-16	GeV	electrons		
1016		eot		
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Figure 4: LDMX Sensitivity to invisibly decaying dark photons

3.2 Millicharges

We consider a Dirac fermion, �, charged under electromagnetism with an e↵ective interaction
given by

�L � Q�Aµ �̄�
µ� . (12)

The LDMX reach is calculated using Madgraph5, assuming that � e�ciently escapes the detec-
tor, and taking a 16 GeV electron beam, 1016 EOT, and a 0.3 radiation length Tungsten target.
Other direct terrestrial constraints are shown from a dedicated search at SLAC [26] and various
colliders [27]. We also show the projected reach of the milliQan experiment [28], and the viable
parameter space that can explain the anomalous EDGES 21 cm signal [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]
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Figure 5: LDMX Sensitivity to Millicharge production
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We show the projected sensitivity of Phase II of LDMX to this scenario in Fig. 2 for 8 and
16 GeV beams along with existing constraints from beam dump experiments [12], NA48/2 [13],
LHCb [14] and BaBar [15]. There are many on-going and proposed searches for the minimal A0

scenario targeting di↵erent regions of parameter space. We show the sensitivity of the following
representative subset in Fig. 2: the displaced vertex search at HPS [7], dilepton resonance
search at Belle II and LHCb D⇤ and inclusive searches [16, 17]. The Belle II reach is estimated
from the BaBar result [15] by a simple rescaling, assuming 50 ab�1 integrated luminosity and
a better invariant mass resolution as described in Ref. [18, 7]. A more complete list of planned
and upcoming experiments can be found in Refs. [19, 7].

Figure 2: Sensitivity of an LDMX-style experiment to visibly-decaying dark photons for 1016

(left panel) and 1018 (right panel) EOT. The solid red lines show the reach of a search for late
decays inside of the detector, while the green-dashed lines correspond to the missing momentum
channel where the dark photon decays outside of the detector. In both cases, the two sets of lines
correspond to 8 and 16 GeV beams, with Ebeam = 16 GeV having slighter better reach in mass.
Existing constraints from E141, Orsay and E137 beam-dump experiments [12], NA48/2 [13],
LHCb [14] and BaBar [15] are shown in gray. Projected sensitivities of HPS (orange) [7], Belle
II (green, 50 ab�1 integrated luminosity) [7] and LHCb (blue) [16, 17] are shown as thin dashed
lines (see text for details).

2.2 Axion-like Particles

New pseudo-scalar bosons interacting with pairs of SM gauge bosons are commonly called
axion-like particles (ALPs). ALPs arise as pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons (pNGBs) of spon-
taneously broken global symmetries, and as zero-modes of antisymmetric tensor fields in string
theory [20]. We follow the notation of Ref. [21] and parametrize the low-scale interactions of an
ALP a with photons and electrons as

L � 1

2
(@a)2 � 1

2
m2

aa
2 +

1

4⇤�
aFµ⌫

eFµ⌫ +
@µa

⇤e
ē�µ�5e. (11)

We show the sensitivity of an LDMX-style experiment to photon- and electron-coupled ALPs
in Fig. 3 along with existing constraints and future projections. For the photon-coupled ALPs
(top row) we show recasts of constraints from beam dump experiments E141, E137, ⌫Cal,
and the BaBar monophoton search from Ref. [22], and LEP [23] are shown as gray regions.
Projections for SHiP [21], Belle II 3 photon search (50 ab�1 integrated luminosity) [22] are
shown as thin dashed lines. For the electron-coupled ALPs (bottom row) existing constraints
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•  Invisible	A’	dark	photons	
(BC2),	8	GeV	electrons	
1016		eot	

		



LDMX:	ALPs	photon	or	electron	coupled		
	
•  ALPs	photon	coupled	(BC9),	

decay	inside	calorimeter	red,	
outside	green	

•  8-16	GeV	electrons,		1016		eot	
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come from E141, Orsay, BaBar [15] and electron g � 2; we also show the estimated sensitivity
of DarkLight [24], HPS [7], MAGIX [25, 7] and Belle II are indicated as thin dashed lines.

Figure 3: Sensitivity of an LDMX-style experiment to axion-like particles (ALPs) dominantly
coupled to photons (top row) or electrons (bottom row) via late-decay and invisible channels.
The solid red lines show the reach of a search for late visible decays within the detector, while
the green-dashed lines correspond to the missing momentum channel where the ALP escapes
the detector. In both cases, the two sets of lines correspond to 8 and 16 GeV beams, with
Ebeam = 16 GeV having slighter better reach in mass; the left (right) column assumes 1016

(1018) EOT. In the top row, recasts of constraints from beam dump experiments E141, E137,
⌫Cal, and the BaBar monophoton search from Ref. [22], and LEP [23] are shown as gray regions.
Projections for SHiP [21], Belle II 3 photon search (50 ab�1 integrated luminosity) [22] are shown
as thin dashed lines. In the bottom row, existing constraints from E141, Orsay, BaBar [15] and
electron g � 2 are shaded in gray, while the estimated sensitivity of DarkLight [24], HPS [7],
MAGIX [25, 7] and Belle II are indicated as thin dashed lines.

3 Missing Momentum Beyond Dark Matter

3.1 Invisibly Decaying Dark Photons

The dark photon Lagrangian is defined in Sec. 1. The sensitivity of LDMX to an invisibly decay
dark photon is shown in Fig. 4.
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3 Missing Momentum Beyond Dark Matter

3.1 Invisibly Decaying Dark Photons

The dark photon Lagrangian is defined in Sec. 1. The sensitivity of LDMX to an invisibly decay
dark photon is shown in Fig. 4.
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•  ALPs	electron	coupled	

(BC10)	,	decay	inside	
calorimeter	red,	outside	
green	

	



LDMX:	Millicharged	fermions	(BC3)	
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•  	Millicharged	χ	escape	detection		
•  	0.3	rad.	length	tungsten	target	
•  	16	GeV	electrons,		1016		eot	
		

22	

Figure 4: LDMX Sensitivity to invisibly decaying dark photons

3.2 Millicharges

We consider a Dirac fermion, �, charged under electromagnetism with an e↵ective interaction
given by

�L � Q�Aµ �̄�
µ� . (12)

The LDMX reach is calculated using Madgraph5, assuming that � e�ciently escapes the detec-
tor, and taking a 16 GeV electron beam, 1016 EOT, and a 0.3 radiation length Tungsten target.
Other direct terrestrial constraints are shown from a dedicated search at SLAC [26] and various
colliders [27]. We also show the projected reach of the milliQan experiment [28], and the viable
parameter space that can explain the anomalous EDGES 21 cm signal [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]
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NA64++:	invisible	dark	photons	(BC2)	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  		Now	electron	beam	
with	~5x1010	eot	in	H4.	
Proposal	to	increase	up	
to	5	x1012	eot	after	LS2	

•  Invisible	Dark	photons:													
e−Z	→	e−ZAʹ;	Aʹ	→	χχ	

The NA64 input to the PBC BSM WG

The NA64 Collaboration

June 2, 2018

Abstract
A brief summary of NA64 results on invisible and visible decays of dark photons, a new

17 MeV gauge X boson from the 8Be anomaly, (pseudo)scalar and vector mediators with
non-universal flavour couplings, ALP two-gamma and invisible decays is presented.

1 Search for the A0 ! invisible decay

The obtained [1, 2] and expected NA64 90% C.L. exclusion limits on the mixing strength
as a function of the A0 mass are presented in Fig. 1. The limits are obtained with a full
NA64 detector simulation [3] and by using the A0 production cross section obtained with
the exact tree-level calculatioins [4]. The NA64 bounds are the best for the mass range
0.001 . mA0 . 0.1 GeV. The constraints obtained from direct searches of A0 ! invisible
decays in the BaBar [5], E787 and E949 experiments [6, 7] are also shown.
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Figure 1: The NA64 90% C.L. exclusion regions in the (mA0 , ✏) plane: the current ( dashed blue) from
Ref.[2], and expected for the accumulated number of 5⇥1011 EOT and 5⇥1012 EOT assuming background
free case. Constraints from the BaBar [5], E787 and E949 experiments [6, 7], as well as the muon ↵µ

favored area are also shown. Here, ↵µ = gµ�2
2 .

1.1 Constraints on the sub-GeV Thermal Dark Matter

The A0s could be produced in a high intensity beam dump experiment and generate a flux of
DM particles through their decays, which can be detected through the scattering o↵ electrons
in the detector target, see e.g. [8, 9, 10, 11]. In this case, the signal event rate in the detector
scales as ✏2y / ✏4↵D, where the parameter y is defined as

y = ✏2↵D

⇣ m�

mA0

⌘4
, (1)

1

The NA64 experiment

The NA64 is specially designed as a hermetic general purpose detector to search for dark
sector physics in missing energy events from high-energy electron, muon, and hadron scattering
o↵ nuclei in an active dump.

The NA64 method of the search can be illustrated by considering, as an example, the search
for the vector mediator, e.g. the dark photon A0, of Dark Matter (�) production in invisible
decay mode, A0 ! �� [1, 2]. If the A0 exists it could be produced via the kinetic mixing with
bremsstrahlung photons in the reaction of high-energy electrons absorbed in an active beam dump
(target) followed by the prompt A0 ! invisible decay into DM particles in a hermetic detector
[3, 4]:

e�Z ! e�ZA0; A0 ! ��. (1)

A fraction f of the primary beam energy EA0 = fE0 is carried away by � particles, which penetrate
the target and detector without interactions resulting in zero-energy deposition. The remaining
part of the beam energy Ee = (1� f)E0 is deposited in the target by the scattered electron. The
occurrence of the A0 production via the reaction (1) would appear as an excess of events with a
signature of a single isolated electromagnetic (e-m) shower in the active dump with energy Ee

accompanied by a missing energy Emiss = EA0 = E0�Ee above those expected from backgrounds
Ḣere, it is typically assumed that in order to give a missing energy signature the �s have to
traverse the detector without decaying visibly.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0 ! invisible decays of the bremsstrahlung
A0s produced in the reaction eZ ! eZA0 of 100 GeV e� incident on the active ECAL target.

Compared to the traditional beam dump experiment the main advantage of the NA64 approach
is that its sensitivity is proportional to the 2 (here the  is the coupling of a new particle to the
SM) associated with the particle production in the dump in the primary reaction followed by its
prompt invisible decay into light (sub-GeV) dark matter particles. However, for the beam dump
method the sensitivity is typically ' 4, where one 2 came prom the new particle production in
the dump, and another 2 is from the particle interaction in a far detector. Another advantage of

1

•  Missing	energy	method	
•  Actually	in		100	GeV	electron	

beam	
•  Muon	beam	dump	with	missing	

momentum	in	M2			
•  Feasibility	studies	for	hadron	

beam	
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NA64++:	visible	dark	photons	(BC1)	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  	Visible	Dark	photons(BC1):										
e−Z	→	e−ZAʹ;	Aʹ	→	e+e-	

•  A’	is	longlived	and	measured	in	
another	calorimeter		

•  	To	probe	the	16.7	MeV	boson	
observed	in	8Be*	decay	(6.8	σ)	
the	increase	of	intensity	up	to										
5	x	1011	eot	is	needed.	

•  Proposal	for		5	x	1012	eot		

Since the A0 is penetrating and longer lived, it would escape the beam dump, and subse-
quently decays into an e+e� pair in a downstream set of detectors. The pair energy would
be equal to the energy missing from the dump. The apparatus is designed to identify and
measure the energy of the e+e� pair in another calorimeter (ECAL). Thus, the signature of
the A0(X) ! e+e� decay is an event with two e-m-like showers in the detector: one shower
in the dump, and another one in the ECAL with the sum energy equal to the beam energy.

The NA64 setup is schematically shown in Fig. 4. It is similar to the setup used for
the A0 invisible decay mode. The di↵erence is that downstream of the SRD detector an
active dump (WCAL) where the A0 and X can be produced in reaction 3 is installed. The
dump was a compact tungsten e-m calorimeter made as short as possible to maximize the
sensitivity to short lifetimes while keeping the leakage of particles at a small level.

The NA64 90% C.L. exclusion limits on the mixing ✏ as a function of the A0 mass is shown
in Fig. 5 together with the current constraints from other experiments. Our results exclude
X-boson as an explanation for the 8Be* anomaly for the X � e� coupling ✏e . 4.2 ⇥ 10�4

and mass value of 16.7 MeV, leaving the still unexplored region 4.2 ⇥10�4 . ✏e . 1.4⇥10�3

as quite an exciting prospect for further searches. The NA64 projected sensitivity to the
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Figure 5: Left panel: The 90% C.L. exclusion areas in the (mX ; ✏) plane from the NA64 experiment
(blue area). For the mass of 16.7 MeV, the X � e� coupling region excluded by NA64 is 1.3 ⇥ 10�4 <
✏e < 4.2 ⇥ 10�4. The allowed range of ✏e explaining the 8Be* anomaly (red area) [24, 25], constraints
on the mixing ✏ from the experiments E141 [15], E774 [16], BaBar [17], KLOE [19], HADES [20],
PHENIX [21], NA48 [22], and bounds from the electron anomalous magnetic moment (g � 2)e [6] are
also shown. Right panel: The 90% C.L. exclusion areas in the (mX ; ✏) plane from the NA64 experiment
(blue curves) for the di↵erent numbers of EOT indicated near the curves accumulated at 150 GeV with
the A0 decay length ' 7 m after removal of the Goliath dump at H4.

A‘ ! e+e� decays is presented in the right panel in Fig. 5 for the di↵erent number of
accumulated electrons on target 5⇥ 1011 EOT and 5⇥ 1012 EOT.

3 Millicharged particles.

The NA64 constraints on miliicharged particles are shown in Fig.6. As the experimental
signature for the milliQ particles production in the NA64 dump is identical to the one for
the A0 ! invisible decay search, the limits are estimated from the A0 signal simulation

4
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NA64++:	sub-GeV	dark	matter	(BC2)	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  Dark	Matter	from	A’	decays	interact	with	electrons	in	the	
electromagnetic	calorimeter	.	If	low	coupling	αD~f,	DM	escapes,	
create	missing	energy.	

•  Actually	in		100	GeV	electron	beam	with	~5x1010	eot	in	H4.	
Proposal	to	increase	up	to	5	x1012	eot	after	LS2,	observed	relic	DM	
density	assumed	

•  Dark	Matter	scattering	on	electrons	(f=0.25(Dirac)	and	
f=3(Majorana)):																						e−Z	→	e−ZAʹ;	Aʹ	→	χχ;	;	χ	e-	→	χ	e-		
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NA64++:	ALP	with	gamma	coupling	(BC11)	

•  	ALPs,	Primakoff	
production:																										
γZ	→	a	Z			and		a	→	γγ	
or	invisible	

•  If	a	is	longlived	it	is	
measured	in	another	
calorimeter		

•  Proposal	for		5	x	1012	
eot		

Figure 10: The projective NA64 constraints in the (g�� vs ma) plane on the ALP decaying as a ! ��
obtained for 5⇥1011, 5⇥1012 EOT and shown in comparison with bounds obtained from the results of the
E137 [10], E141, CHARM, and NuCal experiments, see Ref.[28]. Black solid lines: visible mode setup.
Black dashed lines: invisible mode setup.

We suppose that bremsstrahlung photons interact within �X�

eff
= 1 cm of target. And the

e�ciency of e� ! �e� radiation is approximately given by N�

eff
= 0.3NEOT . Then ALP

signal scales as

Nsign = N�

eff
·�X�

eff
· ⇢NA

A
· �tot(�N ! aN) exp

✓
�Ldec

la

◆
1� exp

✓
�
Lfid

la

◆�
(8)

here ALP is produced via the Primako↵ e↵ect [37]

�tot(�N ! aN) =
16⇡↵

m3
a

· �a!�� ·
h
Z2 ln(184Z�1/3) + Z ln(1194Z�2/3)

i
. (9)

The projective NA64 constraints in the (g�� vs ma) plane on the ALP decaying as a ! ��
and as a ! invisible obtained for 5 ⇥ 1011, 5 ⇥ 1012 EOT and shown in comparison with
bounds obtained from the results of the E137 [10], E141, CHARM, and NuCal experiments,
see Ref.[28]. The limits fort the a ! invisible decay mode are calculated under assumption
that the a particle escape the detection in NA64 due to its relatively long lifetime.

6 Search for (pseudo)scalars coupled to muons

For the case of pseudoscalars coupled to muons and decaying invisibly, we consider La-
grangian [38] which describes Yukawa-like interaction of SM fermions and hidden pseudo-
scalar

LY � gY
X

f=q,l

p
2mf

v
P f̄ �5 f, (10)

where f = µ for NA64µ-case. We also assume that P decays dominantly into hidden
particles, the corresponding Lagrangian is

LP�� = g�P �̄ �5 � (11)

8
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NA64++:	muon	program	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  Search	for	dark	muon	photon	Zμ:	μ+Z	→	μ+Z+Zμ							Zμ	→	νν	
•  Missing	muon	energy	method,	100-150	GeV	muon	beam	with	high	purity	

momentum	selection,	hermetic	HCAL,	Si	tracker,	Goal	for		5	x	1012	mot		
•  Zμ	motivated	by	(g-2)μ		and	evading	universal	dark	photon	limits	
•  Muonic	photon	proposed	by	Lev	Okun	in	1993,	searched	in	CHARM-II	
•  Pseudo-scalar	mediator	dominantly	coupled	to	muon,	invisible	decays	
•  U(1)Lμ-Lτ			vector	Zμ	dominantly	coupled	to	muon,	invisible	decays	
•  	Zμ	model	gauging	Lμ-Lτ		lepton	number	can	explain	the	LFU	violations	in	RK	

and	RK*		
•  sub-GeV	dark	matter	coupled	to	Zμ		mediator		
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Figure 7: Schematic illustration of the setup to search for dark Zµ. The bremsstrahlung Zµs are produced
in the froward direction in the reaction µ+Z ! µ+Z +Zµ of a high-energy muon scattering o↵ nuclei
of an active target T . The target is surrounded by an ECAL serving as a veto against photons or other
secondaries emitted at a large angle. A fraction f . 0.7, of the primary beam energy is carried away by
the scattered muon, while the rest of the total energy is transmitted by the Zµ decay neutrino through the
T , the veto counters V1 and V2, and a massive hermetic HCAL. The neutrino from the Zµ ! ⌫⌫ decay
penetrates them without interactions resulting in a zero-energy signature in the detector. The dashed
line represents the trajectory of the outgoing muon which passes through the central HCAL cell without
interactions. The momentum of the incident muon is measured by a magnetic spectrometer, while the
momentum of the scattered muon is measured by the second one, located downstream of the ECAL (see
text).

The method of the search is as follows. The bremsstrahlung Zµs are produced in the
reaction (4) which occurs uniformly over the length of the target. A fraction (f) of the
primary beam energy E0

µ = fEµ is carried away by the scattered muon which is detected
by the second magnetic spectrometer, as shown in Fig. 7, tuned for the scattered muon
momentum p0µ . fpµ. The remaining part of the primary muon energy (1� f)Eµ is trans-
mitted through the HCAL by the neutrino from the prompt Zµ ! ⌫⌫ decay resulting in a
zero-energy deposition signal in the detector, i.e. in missing energy Emiss = Eµ � E0

µ.
The occurrence of Zµ produced in µ�Z interactions would appear as an excess of events

with a single scattered muon accompanied by zero-energy deposition in the detector, as
shown in Fig. 7, above those expected from the background sources. In Fig. 8 and 9 the
NA64 constraints on the scalar (gV ) and vector (gV ) couplings to muon as well as limits on
the variable y are shown. The limits are calculated with the simulation described in details
in Ref.[29] assuming background free case and 50% e�ciency fopr the signal.

5 The a ! �� and a ! invisible decays of ALPs.

The first results from the 2017 run shows that NA64 is also capable to search for the axion-
like particles (ALP) couple predominantly to two photons. The idea is to use the detector
shown in Fig.4 for the new physics search in events with the pure neutral e.m. final state
detected in the ECAL. The methods for the suppression of background from hadronic decays,
are currently under development, and in mostly relay on the use of a new variable, called
collinearity (C) which is determined by the angle of the observed candidate event with a
primary beam electron axis. As far as projected sensitivity is concerned, one can see from
Fig. 10 that NA64 could cover the niche of short-lived APLs decaying into two photons,
a ! ��, corresponding to the parameter space 10�4 . ga�� . 10�2 for the a-mass range
10 . ma . 500 MeV assuming accumulation of nEOT ' 5 ⇥ 1012 . The NA64 90% C.L.
exclusion limits on the coupling ga�� as a function of the ALP mass is shown in Fig. 10
together with the current constraints from other experiments. The limit are calculated with
simplified simulation on the NA64 detector assuming the background free case and 30% for
the signal e�ciency. We consider simplified setup [36] when ALP couples only to photons:

Lint � �1

4
ga��aFµ⌫F̃

µ⌫ +
1

2
(@µa)

2 � 1

2
m2

aa
2 (5)

6
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NA64++:muonic			photon	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  	Restrict	mass	and	coupling	of	muon-philic	
scalar	S	or	vector	V	boson,	probe	(g-2)μ	
sensitive	region	
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NA64++:	DM	with	muonic	photon	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  Thermal	DM	charged	under	U(1)Lμ-Lτ		
•  Enchanced	DM	coupling	(left),	suppressed	DM	coupling	(right)	
		
	

29	

Figure 8: Parameter space for a muon-philic scalar S (left) or vector V (right) particle as described in
Ref.[29, 31, 32]. Left panel: the expected sensitivity for the search for dark scalar S with the fermion
coupling LS � gS f̄f in the experiments NA64µ [29] and M3 [31] Right panel: the projected sensitivity
to probe vector mediator with SM fermion coupling LV � gV Vµf̄�µf . It is assimed that both the S and
V decay predominantly invisibly. The green bands represent the parameter space for which such particles
can reconcile the (g-2)µ anomaly to within 2� of the measured value.

Figure 9: Parameter space for predictive thermal DM charged under U(1)Lµ�L⌧ , for DM charges near the
pertubativity limit (left), based on the running of the dark gauge coupling arguments Ref. [12], or smaller
such that the (g-2)µ region overlaps with the thermal relic curves (right) [31]. Here the relic abundance
arises through direct annihilation to SM particles via s -channel Z 0 exchange. Left panel represents
enhanced DM coupling g� = 1 to vector mediator Z 0, and right panel corresponds to suppressed DM
coupling g� = 5 · 10�2.

ALP decay length is given by

la = 40m · Ea

10GeV
·
✓

ga��
10�5GeV�1

◆�2

·
⇣ ma

100MeV

⌘�4
(6)

and decay width is

�a!�� =
g2a��m

3
a

64⇡
. (7)
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SHIP	–	400	GeV	p	beam	dump	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  	In	fact	two	experiments:	big	decay	detector	(NHL,	A’,	S,	ALP)	and	emulsion	
interaction	detector	in	front	(DM	and	τ	physics)	

•  Re-optimization	of	muon	shielding	and	detector	
•  Cascade	processes	are	now	included	in	NHL	and	scalar	production	
•  Dark	photons	are	now	from	meson	decays	and	photon	brems.	But	still	no	

contribution	from	QCD	production.	
•  Strong	prototype	program:	muon	spectra	from	SHIP	replica	target,	inclusive	

charm	beam	dump	cross	section	with	emulsions	
•  Dark	photon	coupled	to	Light	Dark	Matter	results	will	come	later	
•  Discovery	oriented	experiment:	strong	signatures,	“zero”	background		

Detector layout and simulations
⌘ Re-optimisation of magnetic

shield configuration and as a
consequence detector layout

⌘ Large production of fully
simulated background
processes completed

⌘ Detector model includes floor,
support and surrounding walls
of experimental hall

⌘ Processing interactions through
GEANT4, detector digitisation
and reconstruction

⌘ ⌫ interactions: 2 ⇥ 1020pot produced (5 years of SHiP, 50 years being
produced)

⌘ combinatorial and deep inelastic µ: 1011
� 1012pot with enhanced µ from

JPC = 1�� states and increased �-conversion to µ
⌘ Design selection to reduce background to ⇠ 0 over experiment lifetime

SHiP (PBC Input) SHiP PBC input PPG meeting June 2018 1 / 11
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SHiP @ BDF: Light Dark Matter direct detection

60 m

10 m

5 m

DM
A’

DM particles can scatter on the electrons of the
dense material of the Emulsion Spectrometer in
the Upstream Detector.
The same detector will do tau neutrino physics.

DM
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SHIP			Heavy	Neutral	Leptons	(BC6,7,8)	
•  	5	years,	2	x	1020	pot,	spectacular	final	states:	μπ,	μK,	eπ,	eK,	eeυ,	

μμυ,μe	…	
•  	Bc	contribution	is	shown	separately:	rate	as	at	LHC	(too	high),	pT	

as	for	B+	
•  	Full	simulation	with	full	reconstruction.	Simulation	statistics:	5	

years	of	SHIP	
•  	“Zero”	background		<	~0.1	events,	even	one	or	two	signal	events	

may	be	the		discovery	
•  	Precise	quantitative	estimation	of	the	background	is	coming.	For	

background	details	see	talk	of		Konstantinos	Petridis		

HNL (BC6,7,8)

SHiP (PBC Input) SHiP PBC input PPG meeting June 2018 6 / 11

Mixing	to	electron	neutrinos	 Mixing	to	muon	neutrinos	 Mixing	to	tau	neutrinos	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	 31	



A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

SHIP:	Higgs	mixed	Scalar	λ=0		
•  	BC4,	Production	in	B+	and	B0	decays	
•  	mS	<		2	mπ																			S→	l	l	
•  	2	mπ	<	mS	<	1.4	GeV		S→ π	π,	S→ K	K	
•  	mS	>	1.4	GeV		pQCD	Scalar (BC4)

SHiP (PBC Input) SHiP PBC input PPG meeting June 2018 7 / 11
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SHIP:	ALPs	with	fermion	coupling	(BC10)	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  Toy	simulation		
•  Production	B	→	K	a	
•  	Decay	a	→ μμ,	a	→ ee	ALPs with fermion couplings (BC10)

SHiP (PBC Input) SHiP PBC input PPG meeting June 2018 8 / 11
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SHIP:	ALPs	with	photon	coupling	(BC9)	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  	Primakoff	Production	pp	→	p	a	p,	coherent	pZ	→ p	a	Z	to	be	
added	later		

•  	Decay	a	→ γγ	Not	only	discovery,	but	prove	scalar	nature	!	

•  Using	toy	MC	with	SHIP	
acceptance	

•  Both	photons	in	ECAL	
•  Eγ	>	3	GeV		
•  Photons	hits	in	ECAL	
surface	>	10	cm	

ALPs with photon couplings (BC9)

SHiP (PBC Input) SHiP PBC input PPG meeting June 2018 9 / 11
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SHIP:	Dark	Photon	(BC1)	

A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	

•  Source	of	Dark	Photons	A’:	meson	decays	and	brems	from	protons.	
QCD	source	not	yet	included	in	simulation	(plot	TP	result).		

•  Only		A’	→μμ	now,	electrons	and	hadrons	will	be	included	later	
Dark Photon (BC1)

SHiP (PBC Input) SHiP PBC input PPG meeting June 2018 10 / 11
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Surrounding	LHC	collisions	for	LLPs	
•  	Long	Lived	Particles	@	LHC	(inside	LHC	detectors)	–	see	talk	of		James	Beacham	
•  	MATUSLA	(150m	from	ATLAS/CMS)	-	see	talk	of		David	Curtin	
•  	FASER	(480	m	from	ATLAS)	in	1	mrad	–	see	talk	of	Jonathan	Lee	Feng	
•  	Codex-B	(25	m	from	LHCb)	-		see	talk	of	Michele	Papucci	
•  	MilliQan	(33m	from	CMS)	–	see	talk	of	Andrew	Haas		

Heidelberg 
University!

Worldwide Efforts: Surrounding LHC 
Mathusla, Codex-B, FASER 

Heidelberg 
University!

Worldwide Efforts: Surrounding LHC 
Mathusla, Codex-B, FASER 

CODEX-b	
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MilliQan, MATHUSLA, FASER, Codex-b @ the LHC IPs

SPS

LHC

LHCb
ATLAS

CMS

MilliQan @ CMS IP

+ an extremely active LLP community inside ATLAS, CMS and LHCb collaborations

Codex-b @ LHCb IP
MATHUSLA @ ATLAS or CMS IPs

FASER  @ ATLAS IP

See talks from D. Curtin,  J. Lee Feng, M. Papucci, 
A. Haas and J. Beacham tomorrow

MilliQan	



Conclusions	

•  	Significant	progress	and	many	new	ideas	in	BSM	group	
•  	Benchmark	Case	model	studies	are	now	very	useful	for	
horizontal	communication	between	projects	and	
experiments	

•  	Present	projects	covers	significant	phase	space	of	
Mev-GeV	masses	in	the	Dark	Sector	benchmark	models	
–	see	the	talk	of	Gaia	Lanfranchi	and	spare	slides	

•  	Still	a	lot	of	work	for	the	documents	to	be	presented	to	
European	Strategy	Upgrade	(ESU)	
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Spares	

•  		
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•  	Benchmark	Cases	(BC)	proposed	by	Maxim	
Pospelov	

•  BC1	–	Minimal	Dark	Photon	model.	Dark	photon	A’	
decays	to	SM	particles		

•  BC2	-	Light	Dark	Matter	coupled	to	Dark	Photon.		
Dark	coupling	αD	such	that	A’ → χ	χ*	states.	Dark	
States	χ	scatters		with	coupling		ε	on	electrons	and	
nuclei.	Possible	choice	αD=0.1	and	mA’/mχ=3	

•  	BC3	-		Millicharged	particles	mA’→0		and	χ	have	
small	effective	electric	charge	

Benchmark	Models	-	Vector	Portal	
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Benchmark	Models	-	Scalar	Portal		

•  BC4	–	Higgs	mixed	scalar		λ=0.	All	production	and	
decays	defined	by	parameter	θ	=	μ	v/(mh

2-mS
2),	EW	

vacuum	expectation	v=246	GeV	
•  	BC5	–	Higgs	mixed	scalar	with	large	pair-production	
channel.	Production	dominated	by	h→SS,	B→K	S,			
B0	→SS.	Reasonable	choice	of	λ	such	that		Br(h→SS)	
=	10-3						
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Benchmark	Models	–	Neutrino	Portal	

•  BC6	–	single	Majorana	Neutral	Heavy	Lepton	(NHL)	
N	with	predominant	mixing	to	electron	neutrinos.	

•  	BC7	–	single	Majorana	Neutral	Heavy	Lepton	(NHL)	
N	with	predominant	mixing	to	muon	neutrinos.	

•  	BC8	–	single	Majorana	Neutral	Heavy	Lepton	(NHL)	
N	with	predominant	mixing	to	tau	neutrino	
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Benchmark	Models	– Axion	Portal	
•  	QCD	axions	are	an	important	idea	to	explain	the	
absence	of	CP	violation	in	strong	interactions.	
Restricted	to	sub-ev	mass	range.	So	generalization	
to	Axion	Like	Particles	(ALP).		

•  BC9	–	Single	ALP	state	a	with	photon	dominance		
•  BC10	–	Single	ALP	state	a	with	fermion	dominance	
For	simplicity	fq=fl.	Require	UV	cut	off	ΛUV=	fq	

•  	BC11	–	Single	ALP	state	a	with	gluon	dominance.	
However	coupling	to	gluons	lead	to	non-
perturbative	contributions	to	ma	A.Rozanov	PBC	BSM	14.06.2018	 42	



Beyond	Standard	Model	(BSM)	
experimental	facts	and	arguments	

•  	Dark	Matter:	fast	rotation	of	stars	and	galaxies	
•  	Absence	of	antimatter	in	the	Universe	
•  	Nature	of	neutrino	masses	and	oscillations	
•  	Dark	energy	or	cosmological	constant	
•  	CP	violation	and	Electric	Dipole	Moments	(EDM)	
•  	Strong	CP	problem	(CP	is	not	broken	in	strong	
interactions)	

•  	Higgs	mass	radiative	corrections	and	fine	tuning	
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NA64:	sub-GeV	dark	matter	(BC2)	
•  Dark	Matter	from	A’	decays	interact	with	electrons	in	
the	electromagnetic	calorimeter	.	If	low	coupling	αD,	
DM	escapes,	create	missing	energy	

•  Dark	Matter	scattering	on	electrons:																																										
e−Z	→	e−ZAʹ;	Aʹ	→	χχ;	;	χ	e-	→	χ	e-		

•  	αD=0.1	(left)	or	αD=0.005	(right)		and	mA’/mχ=3	
	

The NA64 limits obtained from the full data sample of the 2016 run are shown in the left
panel of Fig. 2 together with the favoured parameters for scalar, pseudo-Dirac (with a small
splitting) and Majorana scenario of LTDM taking into account the observed relic DM density
[11]. The limits are calculated by using Eq.(1) under the conventional assumption ↵D = 0.1
and ↵D = 0.005, and mA0 = 3m�, here m� stands for the LTDM particle’s masses, either
scalars or fermions. The plot shows also the comparison of our results with limits from other
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Figure 2: The NA64 limits in the (y;m�) plane obtained for ↵D = 0.1(left panel) and ↵D = 0.005(right
panel)and from the full 2016 data set [2] and expected for 5⇥1011 EOT and 5⇥1012 EOT assuming back-
ground free case. The limits are shown in comparison with limits from other experiments. The favoured
parameters to account for the observed relic DM density for the scalar, pseudo-Dirac and Majorana type
of light thermal DM are shown as the lowest solid line.

experiments. Note, that some of these limits were obtained by using WW approximation
for the cross section calculation and therefore might require revision. However, it should
be noted that di↵erently form the results of beam dump experiments, such as LSND [8, 9],
E137 [10], MiniBooNE [14], the �-yield in our case scales as ✏2, not as ✏4↵D. Therefore, for
su�ciently small values of ↵D our limits will be much stronger. This is illustrated in the
right panel of Fig. 2, where the NA64 limits and bounds from other experiments are shown
for ↵D = 0.005. One can see, that for this, or smaller, values of ↵D, the direct search for the
A0 ! invisible decay in NA64 excludes model of scalar and Majorana DM production via
vector mediator for the remaining mass region m� . 0.05 GeV. While being combined with
the BaBar limit [5], the result excludes the model for the entire mass region m� . 1 GeV.

The experimental upper bounds on ✏ also allow to obtain lower bounds on coupling
constant ↵D which are shown in Fig. 3 in the (↵D;m�) plane [11]. This choice of parameters
, instead of presentation in the (y;m�) plane, is more preferable for NA64 because di↵erently
form beam dump experiments the NA64 limits on the mixing strength do not depend on the
coupling ↵D. For the case of pseudo-Dirac fermions and small splitting, the limits in the left
panel of Fig. 3 were calculated by taking the value f = 0.25 in Eq.(2) [11, 12]:

↵D ' 0.02f
⇣10�3

✏

⌘2⇣ mA0

100 MeV

⌘4⇣10 MeV

m�

⌘2
(2)

where ↵D = e2
D
/4⇡. For the mass range m� . 0.05 GeV the obtained bounds are more

stringent than the limits obtained from the results of LSND [8, 9] and E137 [10]. The limits
for the Majorana case shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 were calculated by setting f = 3.
To cross check our calculations, we also derived limits on ↵D by using BaBar bounds on ✏
[5], see Fig. 1, Eq.(2) and the previous f values for the pseudo-Dirac and Majorana cases.
The obtained BaBar limits were found to be in good agreement with those shown in Fig. 3
for the mass region m� . 0.1 GeV. Note, that new constraints for the large pseudo-Dirac
fermion splitting can also be derived. They will be more stringent than for the case of the
small splitting and similar to the one obtained for the Majorana case.

2
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2018                    2020                  2022                    2024                  2026                    2028     2030

NA62++
NA64++
RedTop
LDMX

KLEVER
MATHUSLA
FASER
Codex-B
milliQan

SHiP/tauFV

LHCb-upgrade
Belle-II
HPS, APEX (JLAB)
SeaQuest
SBND & DUNE (FNAL)

Timescale of the PBC BSM projects accelerator-based

Worldwide landscape in the next 5-15 years:

PBC projects

LS2 LS3 LS4
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Dark	Photon	to	SM	particles	(BC1)		
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BC 1
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Work in progress

Work in progress
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Dark	Photon	to	Invisible	(BC2)	
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Work in progress
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Dark	Photon	to	Dark	Matter	(BC2)	
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Milli-charged	particles	(BC3)	
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BC 3

Work in progress

LDMX and NA64 collaborations
are cross-checking their curves.
They could change in the future.
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Dark	Higgs	(BC4)	
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Work in progress
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Light	Dark	Scalar	mixing	with	Higgs	(BC5)	
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Light Dark Scalar mixing with the Higgs: PBC projects in 10-15 years
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Right	Hand	Neutrinos	(BC6,7,8)	
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RH neutrinos below the EW scale: PBC projects in 10-15 years
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ALPs	with	photon	coupling	(BC9)	
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ALPs	with	fermion	coupling	(BC10)	
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ALPS with fermion couplings: PBC projects in 10-15 years

LDMX, NA62++, KLEVER sensitivity curves in preparation
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Work in progress
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ALPs	with	gluon	coupling	(BC11)	
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BC 11 
ALPS with gluon couplings: PBC projects

10-15 years outlook
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Possibility to be sensitive to gluon coupling via an effective di-photon coupling spot by 
J.Evans, S.Knapen, M.Papucci, H.Ramani, D.Robinson. Relevant formulae in arXiv:1708.00443

Existing limits from 1709.00009 (more relevant ones from BaBar and the SLAC electron beam dumps).
Other beam-dump experiments (SHiP, NA62, Faser, SeaQuest, etc.) can be sensitive to the same coupling

Work in progress


